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Lecture 26: Plan

• Undecidability of the halting problem.

• 2-out-of-2 secret sharing.

• n-out-of-n secret sharing.

• Visual secret sharing.
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And Now to Something Completely Different:
The Halting Problem and Alan M. Turing
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A Benign Loop
The following function ignores its input, x, prints all integers in the
finite range starting from k=1 and ending at k=7. Upon leaving the
loop, it proudly prints (and hence displays) "hello, world!".

def stoppy(x):

i=0

while i<7:

i=i+1

print(i)

return "hello , world!"

>>> stoppy("amir")

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

’hello , world!’

Once k reached 7, the while’s condition becomes False. The
execution leaves the loop, returns "hello, world!", and halts.
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An Infinite Loop

The following function ignores its input, x, prints all integers, starting
from 1, and then proudly returns ‘‘yes, we can!’’.

def loopy(x):

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

print(i)

return "yes , we can!"

>>> loopy("benny")

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

# aborted manually

Alas, since the condition in the while is always True, the execution
is in an infinite loop. This execution thread was aborted manually.
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Avoiding Infinite Loops

Infinite loops, or in general programs that do not halt, are one of the
nightmares of programmers when designing computer programs.

>>> stoppy("amir")

>>> loopy("benny")

For the two simple pieces of code above, it is easy to check and even
formally verify that indeed stoppy halts on every x, while loopy

enters an infinite loop on every x, and never halts. But for more
complicate and intricate programs, determining if a function halts on
a certain input is not so easy. Yet, how bad can this be?

Idea: Computers are omnipotent, right? So how about writing a
computer program, Check Halting(f,x), which will do such
checking (does f halt on input x) for us, and thus warn us about
such mishaps before they happen?
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The Halting Problem

(modified from a presentation by Sivan Toledo)
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Alan Mathison Turing:
The Halting Problem is Undecidable

(modified from a presentation by Sivan Toledo)
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Alan Mathison Turing:
The Halting Problem is Undecidable

Turing has shown that no computer program can check if a computer
code (say written in Python) will halt or enter an infinite loop.

This is a fundamental limitation of computations. Not just a
limitation of a specific programming language or a manifestation of
incompetence of today’s programmers.
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Self Reference

We are going to provide a complete proof (in fact, even two proofs)
of the undecidability of the halting problem.

The key idea in the proof is self reference. Specifically, we will derive
a contradiction by having a specific function (called modify) that
refers to itself in a cunning∗ way.

We already saw functions in Python whose arguments are functions.
For example, diff param, introduced way back in the course’ history

def diff_param(f,h=0.001):

# when h not specified , default value h=0.001 is used

return(lambda x: (f(x+h)-f(x))/h)

However, in the proof, we will derive a contradiction when applying
modify to itself, namely when considering modify(modify).

To prepare the ground for modify(modify), we will first introduce
self reference in a more benign setting.

∗having or showing skill in achieving one’s ends by deceit or evasion
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Self Reference, cont.

To prepare the ground for modify(modify), we will first introduce
self reference in a more benign setting.

def self(x):

’’’ self gets a parameter x which can be a function ’’’

if isinstance(x,(int ,float ,list ,tuple ,str)):#any of these types

return x*2

else: # in this case , we assume x is a function

return self (17)

Let us apply self to a number of different arguments:

>>> self (5)

10

>>> self("benny")

’bennybenny ’

>>> self(self)

34

>>> self(self(self))

68
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Self Reference, cont. cont.
The plot thickens. We now consider a more intricate version of self.
def self2(x):

’’’ self2 gets an argument x which can be a function ’’’

if isinstance(x,(int ,float ,list ,tuple ,str)):#any of these types

return x*2

else: # in this case , we assume x is a function

y = 1

while True:

print(y)

y += 1

return "g’day , mate"

Will self2 halt when we apply it to itself?
>>> self2(self2)

1

2

3

4

5

# KeyboardInterrupt

Nope !
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We Are Finally Ready for The Proof
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SCOOPING THE LOOP SNOOPER

A proof that the Halting Problem is undecidable
by Geoffrey K. Pullum†

No general procedure for bug checks will do.
Now, I won’t just assert that, I’ll prove it to you.
I will prove that although you might work till you drop,
you cannot tell if computation will stop.

See complete text at
http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/∼gpullum/loopsnoop.html

†School of Philosophy, Psychology and Language Sciences, University of
Edinburgh
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Non Rhyming Proof

Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there is a program (a high
order function) Halt(f,x), which resolves the halting problem. This
means that on inputs f (a function of one variable), and x (an input
to f), Halt(f,x) returns True if f halts on x, and False otherwise.

Furthermore, we assume that Halt(·, ·) itself halts on every pair of
inputs f,x.

Note that if running f on x leads to an error (for whatever reason –
incorrect format, overflow, wrong type, etc., etc.) we consider this as
a halting of f on x.
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Proof, cont.

We now construct a new function, modify, which employs
Halt(f,x) in a cunning fashion.

The function modify gets as an input a function, f. This means that
modify itself is a higher order function. However, at this stage in the
course, we are neither scared nor impressed by higher order functions.

def modify(f):

if Halt(f,f): # f(f) halts

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

return "g’day , mate!"

else: # f(f) does not halt

return "yes , we can!"
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Proof, cont2

What will happen if we apply modify to itself, namely invoke
modify(modify). Specifically, will it halt or not?

To make the presentation clear, lets explicitly look at the code when
we substitute modify for the formal argument, f.

def modify(modify ):

if Halt(modify ,modify ): # modify(modify) halts

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

return "g’day , mate!"

else: # modify(modify) does not halt

return "yes , we can!"

If modify(modify) halts, then the condition in the if is satisfied, so
the execution enters an infinite loop.

If modify(modify) does not halt, then the condition in the if is not
satisfied, so the execution returns ”yes, we can!” and halts.
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Proof, Concluded

def modify(modify ):

if Halt(modify ,modify ): # modify(modify) halts

i=0

while True:

i=i+1

return "g’day , mate!"

else: # modify(modify) does not halt

return "yes , we can!"

If modify(modify) halts, then the condition in the if is satisfied, so
the execution enters an infinite loop.

If modify(modify) does not halts, then the condition in the if is not
satisfied, so the execution returns ”yes, we can!” and halts.

So modify(modify) halts if and only if modify(modify) does not
halt. Contradiction! ♠
(Contradiction to the existence of Halt(f,x), which solves the
halting problem.)
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The Halting Problem is Undecidable: Reflections

The key idea in the proof is self reference – deriving a contradiction
by applying modify to itself. You will see this idea in other contexts
(or, at least, courses) as well. Perhaps the two better known ones are:

Georg Cantor’s diagonalization technique, used to prove that the real
numbers are not enumerable (Georg Ferdinand Ludwig Philipp
Cantor, 1845–1918).

Kurt Gödel incompleteness theorem, showing that in any “rich
enough” and consistent mathematical axiomatic system, like Number
Theory, there are claims (theorems) that are not provable, nor is their
complement provable. Gödel developed a method to describe
(encode) claims by integers, so that it is possible to express in his
system a claim saying ‘‘I am not provable’’. (Kurt Friedrich
Gödel, 1906–1978)
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And Now, for an Especially Cool Topic:
Secret Sharing and Visual Secret Sharing
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2-out-of-2 Secret Sharing

A not so hallucinated scenario:

• A value S ∈ U is a secret piece of information, allowing
accessing or activating an extremely critical and sensitive device.

• A “trusted dealer” holds S, but does not wish to activate the
device right now.

• This dealer wants to delegate the secret to 2 parties.

• The parties are only partially trusted: We seek a mechanism that
will enable the 2 parties to reconstruct S together, but any
single party cannot get any partial information on S.
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2-out-of-2 Secret Sharing, cont.

• Computational requirements: Reconstruction should be efficient
(polynomial in the length of S).

• Impossibility of obtaining any partial information by any single
party.

• This impossibility should hold even for computationally
unbounded parties.
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No Partial Information

• Suppose the secret consists of the two coordinates of a treasure,
buried by pirates in a remote location during late 18th century.

• For example, 21.2000◦S, 159.7667◦W (where is this, BTW?).

• Giving the share 21.2000◦S to party 1, and 159.7667◦W to party
2, does not satisfy our requirements.

• Such sharing of the secret reveals substantial partial information
to each party.
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No Partial Information, cont.

• Party i gets sharei, which is a random variable in U .

• Together, share1 and share2 determine the secret, S.

• But individually, each of them should provide no partial
information about the secret, S.

• We will device a scheme where individually, share1 is uniformly
distributed in U , and share2 is uniformly distributed in U .

• This will imply any single share gives no partial information
about the secret, S.

• Remark: We assume that U is known to both parties.
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2-out-of-2 Secret Sharing: Construction

• Let |U| be the universe of all possible secrets, of size m.

• Without loss of generality, the possible values of S are a subset
of Zm = {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}.

• The dealer choses at random values r1 ∈ Zm uniformly at
random.

• Share s1 of player 1 is r1.

• Share s2 of player 2 is S − r1 mod m.
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2-out-of-2 Secret Sharing: Validity

Claim: This is a valid 2-out-of-2 secret sharing scheme.

• Reconstruction by 2 players is easy:
Simply express S = (s1 + s2) mod m.

• No partial information revealed
I Share of party 1 is r1 ∈ Zm, distributed uniformly at random

√
.

I Share of party 2 is S − r1 mod m. We claim this, too, is
distributed uniformly at random in Zm.

I Let c2 be any value in Zm. There is exactly one choice of r1 that
yields this value for the share of party 2. Specifically, this is the
choice r1 = S − c2 mod m. Since r1 is chosen uniformly and
independently in Zm, the probability of getting this share, given
that the secret equals S, is exactly 1/m.

√
.

• So, regardless of what S is, each share is distributed uniformly at
random in Zm, and thus no share reveals any partial information
about S. ♠
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2-out-of-2 Secret Sharing of Binary Strings: Python Code
Suppose we wish to share a binary string secret. We can use m=2 for
all modular computations. The code below receives as input a binary
string, and generates two shares – binary strings, whose lengths equal
the original string length. The bits are shared one by one.
def generate2_binary(binarystring ):

""" two out of two secret sharing of a binary string """

assert isinstance(binarystring ,str)

for ch in binarystring:

assert ch == "0" or ch == "1"

# discards non binary entries

length=len(binarystring)

share1 =[ random.randint (0,1) for i in range(length )]

share2 =[( int(binarystring[i])-share1[i]) % 2 \

for i in range(length) ]

return ’’.join(str(share1[i]) for i in range(length )),\

’’.join(str(share2[i]) for i in range(length ))

def reconstruct_binary(share1 ,share2 ):

""" reconstruct binary sequence secret. order does not matter! """

assert len(share1 )==len(share2)

length=len(share1)

secret =[( share1[i]+ share2[i]) % 2 for i in range(length )]
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2-out-of-2 Secret Sharing of Binary Strings: Executions

>> s1,s2=generate2_binary("0111001")

# shares are created at random

>>> print(s1,s2)

1110011 1001010

>>> reconstruct2_binary(s1,s2)

’0111001 ’

>>> reconstruct2_binary(s2,s1)

# reconstruction is order blind

’0111001 ’

>>> generate2_binary("0111001")

(’0001010 ’, ’0110011 ’)

>>> s1 ,s2=generate2_binary("0111001")

# shares are created at random

>>> print(s1,s2)

1010111 1101110

>>> reconstruct2_binary(s1,s2)

’0111001 ’

# correct secret is reconstructed again

>>> reconstruct2_binary(s2,s1)

’0111001 ’
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Example: 2-out-of-2 Secret Sharing of Text

Suppose we wish to share a textual secret. Wlg, we will assume its
characters belong to a specific alphabet, e.g. the 37 characters long
string alphabet="abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890 ".
This means the characters can be represented as indices in the range
[0,36], and we can use length(alphabet), namely 37, for all
modular computations.
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Example: 2-out-of-2 Secret Sharing of Text, cont.

The secret our algorithm receives as its input is a string over this
alphabet, which we refer to as text. Denote the length of this text
by text length. We and generate two shares. Each share is a string
of characters over the alphabet. The two shares have same lengths,
which equals the text length.

To generate the shares, we generate numbers at random in the range
[0,36]. These numbers will be indices to the characters in the
alphabet.

The random variables used to generate the two shares should better
be independent. In practice, we apply Python’s pseudo random
number generator random.randint(0,36) (different upper bound
will apply to an alphabet of different size).
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2-out-of-2 Secret Sharing of Ascii Text: Python Code
import random

def generate2_chars(text ,\

alphabet="abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890 "):

""" two out of two secret sharing of a

string over alphabet , char by char """

for ch in text:

assert ch in alphabet

length = len(alphabet)

text_length = len(text)

d={}

for i in range(length ):

d[alphabet[i]] = i

random_indices =[ random.randint(0,length -1)

for i in range(text_length )]

share1=’’.join(alphabet[random_indices[i]]

for i in range(text_length ))

share2=’’.join(alphabet [(d[text[i]]- \

d[alphabet[random_indices[i]]]) % length] \

for i in range(text_length ))

return share1 ,share2
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2-out-of-2 Secret Sharing of Ascii Text: Running the Code
>>> text="g’day"

>>> s1 ,s2=two_ss_ascii(text)

>>> s1

[127, 99, 124, 40, 11, 43]

>>> s2

[104, 6, 104, 60, 86, 78]

>>> reconstruct(s1,s2)

’g’day’

>>> reconstruct(s2,s1)

’g’day’

>>> s1 ,s2=two_ss_ascii(text)

>>> s1

[20, 60, 7, 49, 123, 67]

>>> s2

[83, 45, 93, 51, 102, 54] # shares are created at random

>>> s1 ,s2=two_ss_ascii(text)

>>> s1

[79, 21, 71, 6, 30, 110]

>>> s2

[24, 84, 29, 94, 67, 11]

>>>
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n-out-of-n Secret Sharing (for reference only)

A not so hallucinated scenario:

• A value S ∈ U is the secret key allowing access or activation of
an extremely critical and sensitive device.

• A “trusted dealer” holds S, but does not wish to activate the
device right now.

• This dealer wants to delegate the secret to n parties.

• The parties can only be partially trusted: We seek a mechanism
that will enable all n parties to reconstruct S, but any subset of
n− 1 parties (or less) cannot get any partial information on S.
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n-out-of-n Secret Sharing, cont.

• Computational requirements: Reconstruction should be efficient
(polynomial in the length of S and of number of parties n).

• Impossibility of obtaining any partial information by any subset
with n− 1 parties (or less).
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Formal Definition: n-out-of-n Secret Sharing

• The trusted dealer holds S ∈ U , picks a random value r by some
distribution over a finite space, and generates the shares
s1, s2, . . . , sn by applying a known function
F (S, r) = (s1, s2, . . . , sn).

• Note: F is deterministic. All randomness comes from r.

• Party i receives share si.

• Reconstruction: There is a reconstruction function H such that
applying it to the n shares always gives back the secret.
Formally, for all S, r, H(F (S, r)) = S.
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Formal Definition (cont.): n-out-of-n Secret Sharing

• Secrecy against coalitions: For any two possible values a, b of
the secret S ∈ U , and for any subset (coalition) of n− 1 players,

• The distribution of the shares of the coalition members, given
that S = a is exactly equal to the distribution of the shares of
the coalition members, given that S = b.
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n-out-of-n Secret Sharing: Validity

Claim: This is a valid n-out-of-n secret sharing scheme.

• Reconstruction by n players is easy:
Simply express S =

∑n
i=1 si mod m.

• Secrecy against coalitions: Will demonstrate for the coalition
{2, . . . , n− 1, n}. Suppose the value of the secret is a. Let
c2, . . . , cn−1, cn be any n− 1 values in Zm.

• Claim: There is exactly one choice of r1, . . . , rn−1 that yields
these n− 1 shares. Specifically, r2 = c2, . . . , rn−1 = cn−1, and

rn = a−
(∑n−1

i=1 ci

)
mod m.

• Since r1, . . . , rn−1 are chosen uniformly and independently in
Zm, the probability of getting these n− 1 shares, given the that
the secret equals a, is exactly 1/mn−1.

• Obviously this probability (but not the values of the random ri)
is exactly the same if the secret equals b. ♠
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t-out-of-n Secret Sharing (for reference only)

Another, not so hallucinated scenario:

• A value S ∈ U is the secret key allowing access or activation of
an extremely critical and sensitive device.

• A “trusted dealer” holds S, but does not wish to activate the
device right now.

• This dealer wants to delegate the secret to n parties.

• The parties can only be partially trusted: We seek a mechanism
that will enable any t parties to reconstruct S, but any subset of
t− 1 parties (or less) cannot get any partial information on S.

• Computational requirements: Reconstruction should be efficient
(as a function of length of S and of number of parties n).

• Like before, impossibility of achieving any partial information by
t− 1 parties should be information theoretical, not
computational.
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t-out-of-n Secret Sharing

A simple solution is to construct
(
n
k

)
independent k-out-of-k secret

sharing schemes, and share the secret S in each.

This works, but has a large overhead, which becomes exponential in
n as k grows (think of k = n/2).

A far more efficient scheme, based on polynomial interpolation, was
given by Adi Shamir (1979).

We will leave Shamir’s secret sharing to the introduction to
cryptography course (3rd year, elective course). Instead, we will
introduce and demonstrate visual secret sharing.
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Importance of Secret Sharing Schemes

Secret sharing schemes are ideal for storing information that is highly
sensitive and highly important.

Examples include: encryption keys, missile launch codes, and
numbered bank accounts. Each of these pieces of information must
be kept highly confidential, as their exposure could be disastrous,
however, it is also critical that they should not be lost.

Traditional methods for encryption are ill-suited for simultaneously
achieving high levels of confidentiality and reliability. . .

Source: Wikipedia
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Visual Secret Sharing (Moni Naor and Adi Shamir, 1994)
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Visual Secret Sharing (Moni Naor and Adi Shamir, 1994)

Instead of shares and secrets being numbers or bit sequences, we now
consider a scenario where both the shares and the secrets are images.
Each individual secret should still give no information about the
secret. To reconstruct a secret from the shares, we simply overlay the
two images one on top of the other. Can this be done?

An initial examination will indicate that this idea makes little sense.
In the physical-optical world, a black pixel blocks light through it,
and this is irreversible. Pixel optics “implements” bitwise or, while
secret sharing uses bitwise xor:

0 + 0 = 0

0 + 1 = 1

1 + 1 = 1
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Doubling the Pixel (or, Thinking Outside the Box)

Wait a minute: Who said one bit ought to be represented by a single
black/white pixel? Lets go to two-by-two pixels to represent (just)
one bit. The bit 1 in the secret will be represented by solid black: All
four pixels being black:

The bit 0 in the secret will be represented by a two diagonal black
out of the four pixels. So there are two representations of the bit 0:

and .
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Generating Shares

Each share of one bit is, with probability exactly 1/2, either

or .

If the secret bit is 1, the two shares are either (with prob. 1/2 each):

and , or and .

If the secret bit is 0, the two shares are either (with prob. 1/2 each):

and , or and .
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Combining Shares
If the secret bit is 0, we have either

or the dual configuration.

If the secret bit is 1, we have either

or the dual configuration.

In terms of “pixel optics”, or is the min of the values in both pixels.

Any black and white image can be shared among two parties, bit by
bit. Each share carries no information about the secret or any part
thereof. If the original image is n-by-m pixels, the two shares and the
reconstruction will be 2n-by-2m pixels. The visual quality of the
reconstruction will not be as good as the original (but it can be
processed to reproduce the original black-and-white image).
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A Concrete Example

We start with a familiar image
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Stage 1: Discretization
The original grey level image is discretized: We construct a new
image, with the same dimensions as the original. For each pixel with
coordinates [i,j], its value is compared to a threshold (default value
128). If the value is greater or equal to the threshold, we set the
[i,j] pixel in the new image to 255 (white). Otherwise, the value is
set to 0 (black). The visual quality of the image is substantially
reduced by the discretization, yet the new image is readily recognized

(a very large zoom-in will reveal the inner secret patterns.)
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Stage 2: Randomize, and Create Shares
We construct two new image (shares), each with double the
dimensions as the original. For each pixel with coordinates [i,j], in
the original, we create four pixels with coordinates [2i,2j],
[2i+1,2j], [2i,2j+1], [2i+1,2j+1] in the shares. Out of these,
exactly two are white and exactly two are black in each share. Their
mutual configuration depends on the value of the original [i,j]
pixel, as explained earlier, and on the outcome of the [i,j] coin toss.
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’Nuff Talking: Code, s’il vous plâıt
import random

from matrix import *

def vss(image ,threshold =128): # Visual Secret Sharing

""" generate two visual shares from an image matrix """

n,m = image.dim()

share1 = Matrix (2*n,2*m)

share2 = Matrix (2*n,2*m)

R = Matrix (2,2) # right diagonal

L = Matrix (2,2) # left diagonal

R[0 ,0]=R[1 ,1]=0

R[0 ,1]=R[1 ,0]=255

L[0 ,0]=L[1 ,1]=255

L[0 ,1]=L[1 ,0]=0

diag=[R,L]

for i in range(n):

for j in range(m):

d = random.randint (0,1)

share1 [2*i:2*(i+1),2*j:2*(j+1)]= diag[d]# random choice of {R,L}

if image[i,j]<= threshold: # "black ": opposite diagonal

share2 [2*i:2*(i+1),2*j:2*(j+1)]= diag[1-d]

else: # "white ": same diagonal

share2 [2*i:2*(i+1),2*j:2*(j+1)]= diag[d]

return share1 , share2
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Reconstruction Code, and Two Target Images

def reconstruct(share1 ,share2 ):

""" reconstruct image from two equi dim shares """

n1,m1 = share1.dim()

n2,m2 = share2.dim()

assert n1 == n2 and m1 == m2

n,m = n1,m1

result = Matrix(n,m)

for i in range(n):

for j in range(m):

result[i,j]=min(share1[i,j],share2[i,j])

# black dominates white optically

return result

Plus = Matrix (201,201 ,val =255)

for i in range (201):

Plus[i ,100] = 0

Plus [100,i] = 0

X = Matrix (201,201, val =255)

for i in range (201):

X[i,i] = 0

X[i,200-i] = 0
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A Few Online Executions

>>> X.display ()

>>> s1 ,s2=vss(X)

>>> s1.display ()

>>> s2.display ()

>>> reconstruct(s1,s2). display ()

>>> Plus.display ()

>>> s1 ,s2=vss(X)

>>> s1.display ()

>>> s2.display ()

>>> reconstruct(s1,s2). display ()
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A Closer Examinations of the Shares
>>> s1 ,s2=vss(X)

>>> for i in range (6):

print([s1[i,j] for j in range (6)])

[255, 0, 0, 255, 255, 0]

[0, 255, 255, 0, 0, 255]

[0, 255, 0, 255, 255, 0]

[255, 0, 255, 0, 0, 255]

[0, 255, 0, 255, 255, 0]

[255, 0, 255, 0, 0, 255]

>>> s1 ,s2=vss(X) # yet again

>>> for i in range (6):

print([s1[i,j] for j in range (6)])

[255, 0, 0, 255, 0, 255]

[0, 255, 255, 0, 255, 0]

[0, 255, 0, 255, 0, 255]

[255, 0, 255, 0, 255, 0]

[255, 0, 255, 0, 0, 255]

[0, 255, 0, 255, 255, 0]

Are share entries uniformly distributed in {0, 255}?
Are s1, s2 identical between different executions of vss?
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Additional Executions

>>> A=Matrix.load("abbey_road.bitmap")

>>> A.display ()

>>> s1 ,s2=vss(A)

>>> reconstruct(s1,s2). display ()

>>> A=Matrix.load("albert -einstein -1951. bitmap")

>>> A.display ()

>>> s1 ,s2=vss(A)

>>> reconstruct(s1,s2). display ()
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Visual Cryptography – Concluding Remarks

Visual cryptography is a cryptographic technique which allows visual
information (pictures, text, etc.) to be encrypted in such a way that
decryption becomes a mechanical operation that does not require a
computer. (Source: Wilipedia, including an online, moving demo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual cryptography).

The right way to demonstrate visual cryptography in general, and
visual secret sharing in particular, is using physical transparencies and
an actual overhead projector. However, while these were the state of
the art when the senior lecturer of this course was doing his Ph.D.,
they were phased out to the brink of extinction by modern
visualization techniques.

Which is why we did use a computer to demonstrate them.
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